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Abstract. Over the last two decades, the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) Model3

has evolved significantly. Beginning as a simple observed correlation between4

the expansion factor of coronal magnetic field lines and the measured speed5

of the solar wind at 1 AU (the WS model), the WSA model now drives NOAA’s6

first operational space weather model, providing real-time predictions of so-7

lar wind parameters in the vicinity of Earth. Here, we demonstrate that the8

WSA model has evolved so much that the role played by the expansion fac-9

tor term is now largely minimal, being supplanted by the distance from the10

coronal hole boundary (DCHB). We illustrate why, and to what extent the11

three models (WS, DCHB, and WSA) differ. Under some conditions, all ap-12

proaches are able to reproduce the grossest features of the observed quiet-13

time solar wind. However, we show that, in general, the DCHB- and WSA-14

driven models tend to produce better estimates of solar parameters at 1 AU15

than the WS model, particularly when pseudo-streamers are present. Ad-16

ditionally, we highlight that these empirical models are sensitive to the type17

and implementation of the magnetic field model used: In particular, the WS18

model can only reproduce in situ measurements when coupled with the PFSS19

model. While this clarification is important both in its own right and from20

an operational/predictive standpoint, because of the underlying physical ideas21

upon which the WS and DCHB models rest, these results provide support,22

albeit tentatively, for boundary-layer theories for the origin of the slow so-23

lar wind.24
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1. Introduction

The prediction of interplanetary magnetic field (B), velocity (v), and to a lesser extent,25

number density (n), and plasma temperature (T ) in the vicinity of Earth is a crucial26

component of any future reliable space weather capability [e.g. Pizzo et al., 2011]. Yet,27

understanding and reproducing the structure of the inner heliosphere, even in the absence28

of obviously time-dependent phenomena such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs) is a chal-29

lenging task. Over the years, a variety of approaches to connect what is observed at the30

Sun with what is measured in-situ in the vicinity of Earth have been adopted, ranging31

from simple empirical relationships [e.g. Wang and Sheeley , 1990] to sophisticated global32

MHD models [e.g. Riley et al., 2011]. Currently, the empirical models at least match, and33

arguably outperform the physics-based, first-principles models [Owens et al., 2008b].34

Global heliospheric models, such as WSA-Enlil [e.g. Jian et al., 2011], and, more gen-35

erally, CORHEL [Riley et al., 2012a], produce time series of B, v, n, and T at 1 AU in36

two key steps. First, a synoptic map of the photospheric magnetic field is used as the pri-37

mary driver of the coronal model, which may be a Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS)38

or MHD model [Riley et al., 2006]. This component of the model typically spans the39

range from 1RS to 2.5RS (PFSS) or 20− 30RS (MHD). Second, the heliospheric domain40

(20−30RS to 1 AU) is driven either directly using results from the coronal model or indi-41

rectly by constructing boundary conditions based on the topology of the coronal magnetic42

field [Riley et al., 2001]. Heliospheric boundary conditions derived from PFSS solutions43

at 2.5RS are mapped outward without change to the inner boundary of the heliospheric44

model at 30RS.45
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In this study, we focus on these indirect techniques used to derive the boundary con-46

ditions, and particularly the solar wind speed, for the heliospheric model. Since the47

structure of the solar wind is dominated by the dynamic pressure term in the momentum48

equation (∼ ρv2), errors in determining the correct flow speed at the inner boundary of49

the heliospheric model have the most significant impact on the heliospheric solutions.50

Currently, there are three principal empirical techniques in use for computing the large-51

scale properties of solar wind speed at some reference sphere (say, 30RS, beyond which52

the flow is radial). First, the original Wang-Sheeley (WS) model (Wang and Sheeley,53

1990) uses an observed negative correlation between solar wind speed (at 1 AU) and the54

super-radial expansion factor of the solar magnetic field. Second, the “Distance from55

the Coronal Hole Boundary” (DCHB) model [Riley et al., 2001] specifies speed at the56

photosphere based on the perpendicular distance from the coronal hole boundary and57

maps this speed out along field lines to 30RS. Third, the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA)58

model [Arge et al., 2003], which, although considered to be a refinement to the WS model,59

in fact, combines terms capturing both the WS and DCHB effects [Arge et al., 2004]. Our60

aim in this study is to identify the similarities and differences between these methods,61

understand why they arise, and perform parametric studies of these techniques to assess62

which model(s) produce(s) the best match with 1 AU measurements.63

There remains confusion – or perhaps ambiguity – in the scientific community about64

the precise definition of the WS, DCHB, and WSA approaches. Shiota et al. [2014], for65

example modeled the global ambient structure of the inner heliosphere using what they66

defined as the WSA model. They employed, however, an early version of the WSA model67

that included only the expansion factor [Arge and Pizzo, 2000], and thus, should have68
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been defined as a variant of the WS model, or perhaps more specifically as WSA-2000.69

In contrast, here we apply the most updated version of WSA, as defined by Arge et al.70

[2003, 2004].71

It is worth noting that the DCHB model is distinct from approaches relying on the72

minimum angular distance from the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) [Hakamada and73

Akasofu, 1981], in which the wind speed is assumed to slow in a band within some angular74

minimum distance from the HCS, computed at some reference height (say 2.5RS for PFSS75

models or 20−30RS for MHD models) and fast everywhere else. In particular, the DCHB76

model specifies the slow wind along bands in the photosphere, adjacent to the open-closed77

field line boundaries, and the resulting speed profile is then mapped along field lines to78

some reference height. Only for highly idealized geometries, such as a tilted dipole field,79

would these approaches be expected to produce similar results. Phrased another way,80

the DCHB model describes the wind profile near its source, at the base of the corona,81

whereas a technique based on distance from the HCS attempts to describe the profile at82

some point of relative equilibrium. Comparisons of the WS model and a model based on83

the the angular distance from the HCS with in-situ measurements, showed that the latter84

resulted in substantially worse correlations with observations [Wang and Sheeley , 1997].85

Previous studies that have assessed our ability to predict the bulk solar wind speed86

have revealed that models are only modestly, if at all, better than “persistence” [e.g.87

Norquist and Meeks , 2010], that is, that tomorrow’s speed, say, will be the same as the88

current speed, “recurrence,” where the prediction is based on observed values 27 days89

earlier [Owens et al., 2013]. More recently, Bussy-Virat and Ridley [2014] developed a90

probability distribution function (PDF) model for predicting solar wind speed by com-91
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bining a prediction based on the current value and gradient in solar wind speed as well92

as its value one rotation earlier. They argued that the PDF model outperformed the93

“persistence” model for predictions up to five days in the future (Pearson Correlation94

Coefficient, PCC ∼ 0.52), and the WSA model for predictions < 24 hours in advance.95

While the specification of solar wind speed at 30RS, as outlined here, is empirical, the96

prescriptions are linked to fundamentally different ideas on the origin of the slow solar97

wind [Riley and Luhmann, 2012]. Thus, in principle, it may be possible to derive some98

physical insight from comparisons of different empirical models. The WS model relies99

on the expansion factor of the local flux tube to govern the resulting speed, density,100

and temperature of the escaping solar wind. Detailed physics-based models have been101

developed that suggest that the incorporation of waves and turbulence, in conjunction with102

expansion factor may reproduce the basic properties of the slow and fast wind [Cranmer ,103

2010]. Other studies have argued that expansion factor may even be able to account for104

the unique compositional differences between slow and fast solar wind [Laming , 2004]. In105

contrast, the DCHB model prescribes slow solar wind adjacent to the boundary between106

open and closed field lines, and fast wind everywhere else, and is more closely linked to107

a “boundary layer” (BL) idea, such as “interchange reconnection,” for the origin of the108

slow solar wind [Wang et al., 1996; Fisk , 1996; Antiochos et al., 2011], since it is at the109

boundary between the open and closed field lines, i.e., the coronal hole boundaries, where110

this reconnection is expected to take place. Thus, should either the WS or DCHB model111

perform significantly better than the other, this would provide support for the underlying112

physical mechanism.113
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In the sections that follow, we first describe these velocity map models, and then ap-114

ply them to two specific Carrington rotations, 1913 and 2060. We perform a detailed115

parametric study for these rotations, which were relatively quiescent and have been well116

studied [e.g. Riley et al., 1999; Riley et al., 2012b]. Our goal here is not to firmly establish117

what the best-fit parameters are in each model, but rather to understand what factors118

drive the profiles that the models produce, and understand how the techniques are related119

to one another. Following this, we compute solutions for all rotations from September120

1995 through August 2010 (CRs: 1900 - 2100), i.e., spanning more than a solar cycle,121

using a representative set of parameters for each model and compare the model results122

with in-situ measurements. We conduct this exercise using both MHD and PFSS model123

solutions. Finally, we draw some conclusions and suggest how future studies may build124

upon this work.125

2. The Velocity Map Models

In this section, we summarize the main properties of the WS, DCHB, and WSA models.126

Since they rely on the concepts of expansion factor and the location of coronal hole (CH)127

boundaries, we also discuss the relationship of these parameters to one another, as well128

as to the location of the HCS. It is important to emphasize at the outset, that we are129

exploring different implementations of these models that capture their salient features.130

In particular, they cannot be referenced to specific versions of a particular model, since131

the models themselves have undergone gradual and continuous changes over the years.132

In fact, our parametric study aims at identifying an optimum set of parameters for each133

model, at least within the confines of this study.134
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2.1. The Wang-Sheeley Model

The WS model is based on the observation that the speed of the solar wind measured135

at 1 AU negatively correlates with magnetic flux tube expansion factor (fs) nearer the136

Sun [Wang and Sheeley , 1990]. Although the WS model was initially determined purely137

from comparisons of fs with measured solar wind at 1 AU, a theoretical explanation for138

why such a relationship should hold was subsequently developed [e.g. Wang et al., 2009].139

An important aspect of this idea is that the production of the slow solar wind does not140

require any reconnection to open previously closed field lines.141

Following [Wang and Sheeley , 1997], we can write the areal expansion factor, fs as:142

fs =
(
RS

R1

)2 Br(RS, θo, φo)

Br(R1, θ1, φ1)
(1)

This expression relates the amount by which a flux tube expands from one location143

(ro, θo, φo), say at the solar surface (ro = RS) to another, usually higher in the corona144

(r1,θ1,φ1), e.g., 2.5RS for PFSS models and 20−30RS for MHD models. We note that the145

expansion factor is above and beyond the field expansion that would occur for a monopole146

field (fs ∼ 1/r2).147

More generally, we can write the WS relationship as:148

VWS(fs) = Vslow +
(Vfast − Vslow)

(fs)
α (2)

where vslow is the lowest solar wind speed expected as fs → ∞, vfast is the fastest solar149

wind speed expected as fs → 1, and α is, in principle, some coefficient also to be deter-150

mined Arge and Pizzo [2000]. Wang (Personal Communication, 2014) has advocated that151
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a value of α = 1 is appropriate. In this limit, equation 2 reduces to the original rela-152

tionship proposed by Wang and Sheeley [1990]. Additionally, we also impose minimum153

and maximum speed limits of, say, 360, and 750 km/s (which could be free parameters)154

to account for the fact that this expression could potentially lead to speeds in excess of155

those observed by Ulysses for quiet solar wind conditions.156

2.2. The “Distance from the Coronal Hole Boundary” Model

The DCHB model depends on the angular, minimum (perpendicular) distance from157

the coronal hole boundary to specify the solar wind speed [Riley et al., 2001]. This is158

computed at the photosphere and the speeds are mapped along field lines to the reference159

sphere, 30RS, in this case. The DCHB model can be expressed as:160

VDCHB(d) = Vslow +
1

2
(Vfast − Vslow)

(
1 + tanh

(
d− ε
w

))
(3)

where d is the minimum, or perpendicular distance from an open-closed boundary, that161

is from a CH boundary, at the photosphere, ε is a measure of how thick the slow flow162

band is, and w is the width over which the flow is raised to coronal hole values [Riley163

et al., 2001]. The parameters Vslow and Vfast are analogues (but, given the difference in164

formulation, likely to be different) to the same-named parameters in the WS model. At165

the boundary between open-closed fields, this expression reduces to Vslow, whereas, far166

from such a boundary, that is, deep within a coronal hole, it reduces to Vfast. For the167

DCHB model, then, the specification of the velocity profile depends only on the minimum168

distance of the field line foot-point to a coronal hole boundary.169
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2.3. The Wang-Sheeley-Arge Model

The WSA model has been successively refined since its initial development in the late170

1990’s at NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) and was recently a key com-171

ponent in the first research model transitioned to space weather operations [Farrell , 2011].172

It began life as a set of minor adjustments to the WS model, tuning the free parameters173

using more thorough comparisons with in-situ measurements. Then, the relationship was174

generalized, and a term based on the DCHB model was appended [Arge et al., 2004]. The175

WSA prescription for solar wind speed at 30RS is as follows :176

VWSA(fs, d) = Vslow +
(Vfast − Vslow)

(1 + fs)
α

(
β − γe−(d/w)δ

)
(4)

The parameters vslow, vfast, d, w, and α are similar to those defined for the WS and177

DCHB models. In addition, the parameters β, γ, and δ have been introduced. Moreover,178

the entire right-most bracketed term is sometimes raised to a power, e.g., 7/2. According179

to Arge (Personal Communication, 2010), setting vslow = 240km/s, vfast = 675km/s,180

α = 1/4.5, β = 1, γ = 0.8, w = 2.8, and δ = 3 produce the best matches with GONG and181

SOLIS measurements. It should be noted, however, that some of these parameters are182

adjusted for different observatories. For Mount Wilson and Wilcox solar observatories, for183

example, they found a better match using: vslow = 250km/s, vfast = 680km/s, α = 1/3,184

w = 4, and δ = 4, with β and γ remaining the same. In the interests of tractability,185

in this study, we will assume β = 1 and γ = 0.8, varying the remaining 5 parameters.186

In summary, we note that, for the WSA model, the specification of the velocity profile187

depends both on the minimum distance of the field line foot-point to a coronal hole188

boundary (d) as well as the expansion factor (fs). In the limit that γ → 0, the WSA model189
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approaches the WS model, and in the limit that α→ 0, the WSA model approaches the190

DCHB model.191

We should emphasize that we are exploring different empirical techniques and our pre-192

scription of the WSA model is not necessarily the same as that currently implemented193

at NOAA and/or NASA’s CCMC. For example, the “official” WSA model incorporates a194

Schatten current sheet model [Schatten, 1971], which is omitted in our analysis. However,195

we have attempted to distill the most salient features of each method.196

2.4. Relationship between Expansion Factor, Coronal Hole Boundaries, and

the HCS

Although they are distinct constructs, the expansion factors of coronal magnetic field197

lines, the locations of coronal hole boundaries, and the position of the HCS are all comple-198

mentary, but incomplete descriptions of the coronal magnetic field. In some sense, they199

are the more traditional structures that define the “magnetic skeleton” of the Sun’s mag-200

netic field. And, while newer concepts, such as quasi-separatrix layers, squashing factors,201

and spines [Longcope, 2005] would probably provide a more rigorous description of the202

underlying structure, since our focus here is on comparing techniques that rely on these203

more established quantities, we will limit our discussion to them.204

Consider first the expansion factor of open magnetic field lines. This is estimated by205

the amount that the radial field has decreased from the photosphere to some reference206

height in the corona, beyond the 1/r2 divergence one would expect for a monopole field.207

Visually, it can be interpreted as the amount that a local bundle of open field lines expand208

as you follow them up through the corona. Deep within large polar coronal holes, this is209

a relatively low number, but closer to the boundary between open and closed field lines it210
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increases as field lines have to fan out more to fill the space left by the closed field lines.211

Thus, at least intuitively, we would expect an inverse relationship between the distance212

from the coronal hole boundary and expansion factor. However, other coronal structures213

can modulate the value of the expansion factor, and these changes are not in any obvious214

way related to the DCHB. Pseudo-streamers, for example, are white-light structures in215

the corona built from double-loop systems [Riley and Luhmann, 2012]. While they are216

associated with coronal hole boundaries, and so, within the DCHB idea produce slow wind,217

they are also associated with anomalously small expansion factors, which, according to218

the WS prescription, would imply very high speeds [Riley and Luhmann, 2012; Wang219

et al., 2007].220

The HCS is the heliospheric extension of the solar neutral line, that is, it separates221

magnetic fields of one polarity from those of the opposite polarity. Coronal hole bound-222

aries, which are defined at the solar surface, if traced up through the solar atmosphere,223

merge together, and form the HCS. Therefore, one might anticipate at least a superfi-224

cial association between the DCHB and the location of the HCS. However, going from225

the photosphere to the origin of the HCS, one loses information about the structure of226

coronal holes themselves. Thus, the HCS is a “filtered” proxy for the location of coronal227

holes.228

To illustrate the relationship between the location of coronal holes, the DCHB, ex-229

pansion factor, and the location of the HCS, we have computed and displayed each230

for CRs 1913 and 2060 in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. CR 1913 and 2060 are well-231

studied intervals occurring at the cycle 22/23 minimum and just prior to the 23/24232

minimum, respectively. These results were computed using solutions available online233
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at www.predsci.com/mhdweb. The top panel in each case shows that, during these peri-234

ods, there were well established polar coronal holes poleward of 60◦ in both hemispheres.235

The middle panel illustrates how the angular distance (in radians) from the boundary of236

the nearest coronal hole appears, when mapped out along field lines from the base of the237

corona to 30RS. The green line tracing through the minimum in the contours is the loca-238

tion of the HCS, that is, where Br = 0. Finally, the bottom panel summarizes the areal239

expansion factor of magnetic field lines traced from 30RS back to the surface of the Sun,240

plotted with reference to their location at 30RS. The expansion factor is most sensitive to241

the location of the HCS, with large expansion factors (i.e., low speeds) narrowly entrained242

about it.243

Focusing first on CR 1913 (Figure 1), we note several points. First, the only longitudinal244

asymmetry in the coronal holes is due to an active region located near the equator at245

∼ 270◦ longitude. This causes the two equatorial spurs in both polar coronal holes.246

Second, the DCHB, which is a tracer for the band of slow wind, encompasses the HCS.247

Thus, here, the two quantities are relatively well correlated with one another. It should248

be noted, however, that there is considerably more structure in the DCHB. Clearly, the249

DHCB produces a more complex velocity profile than could have been derived from a250

technique based on angular distance from the HCS. Third, the expansion factor (bottom251

panel) also traces the HCS closely, with largest values (corresponding to slow speed)252

aligned with it. Fourth, the DCHB increases much more gradually than the expansion253

factor decreases moving away from the HCS. Fifth, there are pockets of low expansion254

factor (deep purple) that branch off and return to the HCS (e.g., south of the equator,255
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centered at 240◦ longitude. This would correspond to wind speeds greater than over the256

poles of the Sun.257

Similar points can be made for CR 2060 (Figure 2). However, there are some important258

distinctions. First, several lower-latitude coronal holes, as well as polar coronal hole259

extensions were present. Consider the DCHB (and hence speed) profile at 240◦ longitude.260

While there is a clear minima associated with the HCS in the southern hemisphere, at261

∼ −20◦ latitude, a second minimum can be found in the northern hemisphere, at +15◦.262

This structure, it turns out is associated with a pseudo-streamer [Riley and Luhmann,263

2012]. Second, the DCHB profile is even more complex, with spurs of low values (and264

hence low speeds) breaking away from the HCS and arcing back. Third, the apparent265

presence of equatorial coronal holes has broken the relatively close association between266

HCS, EF, and DCHB. As the bottom panel shows, EFs associated with the spurs in the267

middle panel are regions of low expansion factor and, hence, high speed. As noted earlier,268

the presence of the pseudo-streamers provides an ideal way to differentiate between the269

two models, with expansion factor predicting fast speed [Wang et al., 2007] and DCHB270

predicting slow speed [Riley and Luhmann, 2012]271

To illustrate these concepts more concretely, in Figures 3 and 4 we summarize the272

computed speeds at 30RS for the WS, DCHB, and WSA models, together with the trace273

that an equatorially-located spacecraft would measure. (Time runs from the right to the274

left in this presentation). Considering the WS profile first (top panel): There is a band275

of slow flow wind tracing the location of the HCS, but pockets of extremely fast (> 800276

km/s) “hang” off it. In contrast, both the DCHB and WSA models show a much broader277

band of slow flow also organized about the HCS. The residual effects of the WS model’s278
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1/fαs term can be seen in the WSA solution as very localized speed enhancements at279

∼ 240◦ and ∼ 300◦ longitude.280

2.5. Mapping Solar Wind Streams from 30RS to 1 AU

Once B and v at 30RS have been computed, they could be used as boundary conditions281

to drive a global heliospheric MHD model. However, for parametric sensitivity studies,282

such an approach is impractical: A single solution may take several hours to complete.283

Thus, even at modest resolutions, it would be infeasible to compute hundreds or thousands284

of solutions. As a pragmatic compromise, we developed a simple numerical algorithm for285

mapping solar wind streams from near the Sun to 1 AU or elsewhere in the solar system286

[Riley et al., 2011]. It neglects magnetic and thermal pressure terms and is restricted287

to 1-D; however, it is robust and performs reasonably well. In particular, we found288

that this technique, when coupled with an acceleration model to account for the residual289

acceleration of the solar wind that occurs beyond 30RS, produced mappings at 1 AU290

that were substantially the same (CC = 0.98) as full three-dimensional heliospheric MHD291

solutions [Riley et al., 2011].292

3. Model Comparisons with in-situ Measurements

In this section, we describe comparisons for one specific interval in detail; CR 2060293

(August 2007). Next, we compute and interpret model predictions for a selection of 14294

Carrington rotations spanning from CR 1913 to 2083. Finally, we summarize a statistical295

study of model comparisons spanning the entire last solar cycle, from CR 1900 to 2080.296

CR 2060 occurred toward the end of solar cycle 23 and was devoid of large-scale transient297

activity. Moreover, the ACE spacecraft was situated serendipitously at a location from298
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which it could sample both helmet and pseudo-streamer structure during the same rotation299

[Riley and Luhmann, 2012]. For each model solution for this interval, we used data from300

the MDI magnetograph onboard the SOHO spacecraft to compute either PFSS or MHD301

coronal solutions. Next, we: (1) computed velocity maps of the speed at 30RS; (2)302

mapped out the solution to 1 AU as described in Section 2.5; and (3) compared with303

in-situ measurements by ACE/Wind spacecraft.304

For the case study, we defined hypercubes in the appropriate parameter space. For the305

WS model, the cube consisted of Vslow, Vfast, and ∆φ (10× 10× 10); the last parameter306

being included in the analysis to account primarily for any phase mismatch caused by307

the fact that the wind has an acceleration profile from the solar surface to 30RS, which308

is not accounted for in these simple models. For the DCHB model, we considered a 5-D309

hypercube (6× 6× 6× 6× 10) consisting of the four intrinsic model parameters plus ∆φ310

and a 6-D hypercube (6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 10) for the WSA model. Table 1 summarizes311

the hyper-volume of parameter space for each of the three models. These ranges were312

based on a series of preliminary calculations aimed at constraining the multi-dimensional313

parameter space.314

Rather than using a technique such as steepest descent to trace our way to the min-315

imum (optimum solution) in this parameter space, because the algorithm was relatively316

quick, we constructed solutions for every point in the hypercube, retaining only those317

that optimized the PCC as well as the root mean square error (RMSE) with observations318

at 1 AU. The PCC is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables, where319

total positive/negative correlation is given by +1/-1 and no correlation is given by zero.320

The RMSE, on the other hand, is a measure of the standard deviation of the differences321
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between predicted and observed values. This allowed us to explore the global properties322

of minima within the parameter space, while still providing approximate estimates for the323

optimal parameters. For simplicity, we base our analysis exclusively on PCC-optimized so-324

lutions. The distinctions between PCC, RMSE, and other viable metrics will be reported325

elsewhere.326

3.1. Case Study: CR 2060

In Figures 5, 6, and 7, we summarize examples of WS, DCHB, and WSA solutions327

that produced the best correlations. We do not claim that, even for this rotation, these328

are the optimum parameters; However, we do believe that they are representative of the329

hypercube’s global minimum.330

Figure 5 presents a comparison of the WS model with observations for CR 2060. Panel331

(a) shows the radial speed as a function of longitude and latitude. Several points are332

worth noting. First, the speed at mid and high latitudes is only modestly above 400333

km/s. This disagrees with Ulysses observations [McComas et al., 2006], which suggest334

that, at least during the declining phase and at solar minimum, the speed of the high-335

latitude wind is ∼ 760 km/s. Second, the highest speeds are located at, and around the336

heliographic equator. Third, the slowest speeds undulate about the heliographic equator337

(dark blue trace) following the location of the HCS. From Equation (1), we can understand338

this distribution: Where the expansion factors are largest, around the HCS, the speeds339

are slowest. More modest expansion factors produce the medium-speed wind populating340

much of the map, and small pockets of low expansion factor produce the highest speed341

winds (red bands).342
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To compare this trace with in-situ measurements we could: (1) map the model results343

out to 1 AU (as described in Section 2.5) and compare directly with observations; or (2)344

map the 1 AU observations back to 30RS and compare directly with model results. Both345

approaches introduce errors; however, both offer complementary and distinct information.346

Focusing first on the comparison at 30RS, Figure 5(b) compares the velocity profiles at347

30RS, a location sufficiently close to the Sun that dynamical effects, such as stream com-348

pression, should not have begun. Of course, the ballistically-mapped-back data cannot be349

purged of this evolution, which is the primary limitation of such a comparison. Neverthe-350

less, we infer that the WS model has captured perhaps two of the high-speed streams, but351

fails to predict slow solar wind at both the start and end of the rotation. Interestingly, it352

predicts localized “beams” of high-speed wind as the spacecraft intercepts regions of low353

expansion factor.354

The comparison at 1 AU (Figure 5(c)) emphasizes the dynamic evolution of the streams.355

The localized high-speed streams have merged into generally fast solar wind. However, the356

main discrepancy is still present: The observations include slow wind during the second357

half of the rotation, whereas the WS model predicts fast wind. For this rotation, the best358

PCC that could be achieved was -0.061, with Vslow = 500 km/s and Vfast = 1000 km/s359

(Table 2).360

Figure 6 makes a similar comparison using the DCHB model. The speed map in the361

top panel shows fast wind at high latitudes and a band of structured slow flow about the362

equator, matching the pattern in Figure 4(b). The overall speeds are somewhat lower363

than 1 AU measurements because there is an outward acceleration of wind beyond 30RS.364

Figure 6 (b) compares the ballistically-mapped back speed with the model results at 30RS.365
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From this, we infer an approximate agreement at the largest scales, with some notable366

discrepancies, particularly between 85◦ − 160◦ longitude. At 1 AU (Figure 6 (c)), the367

profile matches reasonably well. Of particular note is that the model predicts slow solar368

wind from 210◦ through the remainder of the rotation, in agreement with observations.369

Finally, in Figure 7, we show the same comparison using results from the WSA model.370

Focusing on the distinguishing features between this and Figures 5 and 6, we note the small371

“islands” of fast wind attached to the band of slow flow in the WSA solution. There is a372

particularly long “wisp” of fast wind in the southern hemisphere between 110◦ and 190◦.373

However, since the spacecraft’s trajectory remained in the northern hemisphere, it would374

not have intercepted this structure. In summary, the spacecraft profiles are substantially375

similar to those of the DCHB model (Figure 6), and the degree of correlation (PCC =376

0.672) is roughly the same for this rotation (Table 2).377

3.2. Model Parameter Estimates for a Selection of Campaign Rotations

We extended our analysis to a selection of 14 Carrington rotations spanning from the378

22/23 minimum to the 23/24 minimum, by computing hyper-matrices of solutions, varying379

the input parameters for each of the three models. The parameter space explored for each380

model is summarized in Table 1, which represent broad, but reasonable ranges for each of381

these parameters. The solutions producing the highest PCC for each rotation and model382

are summarized in Table 2. These rotations were not chosen because they resulted in high383

values of PCC, but were approximately equally spaced between 1913 and 2083. In some384

cases, poor or even unavailable synoptic maps necessitated a shift to an adjacent rotation.385

Considering first the value of PCC, we note: (1) a strong variation from essentially no386

correlation (PCC ∼ 0) to high correlation (PCC > 0.8); and (2) the highest correlations387
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occur at the beginning and end of the interval, i.e., at near-solar minimum conditions.388

The values of the parameters are most tightly clustered for the DCHB model, followed by389

the WSA, then WS model.390

3.3. Parametric Study Spanning more than Three Solar Cycles

To estimate the robustness of the parameters we derived for the parametric studies in391

Section 3.2, we conducted sensitivity studies for 200 rotations spanning Carrington rota-392

tions 1900 through 2100 (September, 1995 through August, 2010). This corresponds to393

more than one solar cycle and required data from both Kitt Peak’s Vacuum Telescope394

(KPVT) and SOLIS, the switch occurring at CR 2007. We chose representative parame-395

ters based on the results in Table 2, combining the best repeated values for the rotations396

with the highest PCC values. We repeated the exercise with other reasonable choices to397

verify that, at least statistically, the results were not sensitive to which choice was made.398

We reiterate, the model parameters chosen are not necessarily the optimum ones; it is399

quite possible that they will depend on the magnetogram used to compute the solution,400

the precise details of the model implemented, and may even have solar cycle dependencies.401

We also confirmed that they were in reasonable agreement with the values in the original402

papers outlining that particular method.403

Historically, the WS, WSA, and DCHB models were developed and refined using differ-404

ent global models. In particular, the WS and WSA models were validated against in-situ405

measurements using PFSS models, while the DCHB model relied on MHD solutions. To406

address this, we computed solutions using results from both the PFSS and MHD models.407

In Figure 8 we present the computed PCCs for the WS, DCHB, and WSA models for408

Carrington rotations 1900 through 2100 based on PFSS model solutions. If no magne-409
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togram data were available, that CR was omitted. Of the 200 possible solutions, 174 were410

retained for analysis. Our PFSS model is virtually the same as that used by other re-411

searchers [e.g. Wang and Sheeley , 1990; Arge and Pizzo, 2000],with the notable difference412

that numerically, we rely on a finite difference scheme, rather than the spherical har-413

monic approach [Altschuler and Newkirk , 1969], which, in principle, allows us to generate414

solutions at much higher spatial resolution. The top panel summarizes the correlation415

coefficient for each rotation while the middle panel shows an 11-rotation running average,416

thus, emphasizing longer-term variability. The three histograms at the bottom show the417

distribution of correlation coefficients.418

Focusing first on panel (a), we note that the three techniques generally track one another419

quite well, with the WS model systematically slightly lower, and particularly during the420

interval from ∼ 2007 through ∼ 2009 (Figure 8, middle panel). This coincided with the421

appearance of pseudo-streamers, which, as we have noted, represents conditions under422

which the WS model is not likely to perform well [Riley and Luhmann, 2012]. We note423

further that there is considerable variability from one rotation to the next.424

The bottom panels of Figure 8 show how the PCCs are distributed: all three approaches425

generally show positive correlations. The median (mean) value of the WS PCC is 0.27426

(0.25), while the median (mean) values of the DCBH and WSA coefficients are 0.35 (0.34)427

and 0.39 (0.35), respectively. Moreover, only 25% of the CRs produced PCCs exceeding428

0.5 using the WS method, whereas 35% and 36% of the same CRs produced correlations429

that exceeded 0.5 using the DCHB and WSA techniques.430

In Figure 9 we show the equivalent plots based on the MHD solutions. Considering the431

time series in the top panel, we note: (1) again, there is considerable variability from one432
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rotation to the next; (2) the PCC generally drops from 1996 through 2000-2002, then rises433

and stays higher from 2004 through 2010; (3) the WS coefficient is systematically lower434

than either the DCHB or the WSA coefficient; (4) the WS coefficient is notably lower435

between CR 2060 through 2080; and (5) there are a few CRs where the WS coefficient is436

significantly better than either the DCHB or WSA coefficients.437

Panel (b) of Figure 9 shows that , on average, the WS model shows relatively poor438

correlation throughout the entire interval, with a period around 2003-2004 that shows the439

highest correlation. Both the DCHB and WSA models show larger average PCCs, with440

the highest sustained correlations in the latter half of the period (2004-2010).441

The most striking difference between the MHD results and those summarized in Figure 8442

lies in how the distribution of WS model results has changed. Using the MHD solutions,443

the average WS correlations were only slightly above zero. In contrast, when the PFSS444

solutions are used to compute the WS model speeds, the resulting distribution (lower-445

left, green histogram) is significantly more skewed to positive values, and is, at least446

qualitatively, comparable to the DCHB and WSA results.447

For the MHD solutions, the median (mean) value of the WS PCC is 0.06 (0.07), while448

the median (mean) values of the DCBH and WSA coefficients are 0.40 (0.35) and 0.36449

(0.33), respectively. Moreover, only 7% of the 174 CRs produced PCCs exceeding 0.5450

using the WS method, whereas 40% and 34% of the same CRs produced correlations that451

exceeded 0.5 using the DCHB and WSA techniques.452

Unlike the WS model, the DCHB and WSA models do not seem to depend significantly453

on whether the input magnetic field is computed from and MHD or PFSS model. It454

could be argued that the MHD solutions provide slightly higher correlations on average;455
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however, this could also be the result of parameters that were not optimally tuned for the456

PFSS field model.457

4. Summary and Discussion

In this study, we have compared three different techniques for determining the profile458

of the bulk solar wind flow speed based on the structure of the coronal magnetic field.459

We found that the DCHB and WSA models performed substantially better than the WS460

model when an MHD solution was used as input. In contrast, when a PFSS solution was461

used, the WS technique improved significantly.462

Our analysis showed that, regardless of whether an MHD or PFSS solution was em-463

ployed, the WS model was systematically worse than either the WSA or DCHB model464

from mid-2007 through mid-2009 (Figures 9 and 8). Although there may be other possi-465

ble explanations for this, we believe that the most compelling is that during this interval,466

pseudo-streamers were frequently present. As we have shown here and elsewhere [Riley467

and Luhmann, 2012], the WS model appears to fail in the vicinity of pseudo-streamers,468

where it predicts extremely fast wind, in contrast to the DCHB model, which, in agree-469

ment with observations, predicts slower wind.470

This study demonstrates that the DCHB and WSA models produce results that are471

remarkably similar. It is worth understanding why this is so. From the expression for472

Vwsa (Equation (4)), we note that the WS contribution to the speed is of the form:473

1/(1 + fs)
α, where α ∼ 0.3 − 0.4 (Table 2). Assuming α = 0.3, as suggested by Arge474

(Personal Communication, 2014), with the expansion factor ranging from 6.5 → 40 for475

CR 2060, we estimate that this factor varies from 0.33 to 0.55 across the reference sphere.476

On the other hand, the DCHB-like term is of the form (1−0.8e(−(d/4)4)). Again, the MHD477
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solution indicates that d varies from 0→ 23◦. Thus, the DCHB term varies from 0.2→ 1,478

and, therefore, modulates the speeds far more than the WS term in the WSA formula. To479

a large degree then, the WSA formula for computing solar wind speed is governed by the480

distance from the nearest coronal hole boundary, and not the flux tube expansion factor481

term. In fact, we suspect that the slightly lower PCC values from the WSA model, as482

compared with the DCHB model during the 2007-2009 interval (Figures 8 and 9) may be483

due to the presence of the WS-like term. Ironically, the presence of an expansion factor484

term in the prediction of the solar wind speed is lowering its predictive power.485

There is a significant difference in the quality of the WS solutions computed using the486

MHD and PFSS magnetic fields. On the other hand, the DCHB and WSA model results487

are less sensitive to the input field configuration. We believe that the PFSS model, which488

requires that the field becomes radial at some specific height, say 2.5RS, is introducing489

additionally variability into the expansion of the coronal fields lines, which is not present490

in the MHD solution, but which improves the accuracy of the WS approach.491

Our study involved a number of assumptions and sources of errors that could potentially492

have affected our results and their interpretation. The photospheric magnetic fields used to493

drive the coronal solutions, for example, are not precisely known [e.g. Riley et al., 2012a],494

which will impact a model’s ability to predict solar wind speed at 1 AU. Moreover, the495

models are limited and contain assumptions that, in some cases, cannot be rigorously496

defended, such as quasi-stationarity (either on sub-rotation timescales or solar cycle), or497

the lack of any turbulence or waves in the model solutions. However, it is precisely these498

limitations that the study has attempted to estimate, and which are incorporated into499

the computed PCCs.500
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Our incorporation of the parameter φ to account for shifts in longitude between the501

model results and observations, while often improving the fit, suggests another source of502

error that cannot be easily accounted for. As shown in Table 2, values between −14◦
503

and +14◦ were often found. These represented the maximum allowable values for φ.504

However, we could not justify using values larger than this based on any known physical505

phenomena (e.g., acceleration of the solar wind from, say, 1RS to 30RS). The values506

computed for φ spanned this entire range, with no obvious systematic bias. In future507

studies, we will attempt to understand the variability of φ and its relationship with other508

model parameters, including input magnetograms, model type, and phase of the solar509

cycle.510

Here, we relied on estimates of the PCC to assess the quality of the model solutions. We511

also computed RMSE, and while there were some discrepancies between which solution512

was optimal, for the purposes of this study, they were not material. In addition to PCC513

and RMSE, there are a number of other metrics that could be considered [e.g. Owens514

et al., 2008a]. In future studies, we plan to incorporate other types of skill scores, such as515

the arrival time of sector boundary crossings into the analysis.516

Ultimately, the ideal approach would be a systematic parametric study adjusting all517

possible inputs, models, and parameters iteratively, using a multidimensional conjugate518

gradient type technique, such as the steepest descent method. However, in practice, given519

the time it takes to compute a single coronal solution, map speed profiles along field520

lines, and compute heliospheric solutions, it would not be feasible to do this iteratively.521

The analysis described here, of using a single set of synoptic maps, a limited set of semi-522

empirical models, and a course hyper-grid of model parameters is a first-step toward this523
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goal. In future studies, we plan to investigate refinements to this analysis. For example,524

are there systematic solar-cycle dependencies in the model parameters [e.g. Lee et al.,525

2011]? Do some synoptic magnetograms (e.g., for a particular observatory or prepared in526

a particular way) give consistently better matches? Are there any conditions under which527

the WS model outperforms the DCHB or WSA models?528

Should these results withstand further scrutiny, they suggest that the perpendicular529

distance from the coronal hole boundary is the primary structural feature about which530

the solar wind flow speed is organized. We may further theorize that such a result more531

naturally favors a “boundary layer” explanation for the origin of the slow solar wind, such532

as “interchange reconnection” or a Rayleigh-Taylor instability [Suess et al., 2009], since533

this component would naturally originate at the boundary between open and closed field534

lines. On the other hand, the “expansion factor” theory, by definition, requires the slow535

solar wind to be organized around variations in the flux tube expansion factor.536

Our study, however, does not conclusively show that expansion factor plays no role.537

Instead, we have suggested that its association with the boundary between open and538

closed field lines is responsible for the observed correlation. On the other hand, it is539

possible that expansion factor is playing a minor role in the modulation of solar wind540

speed, perhaps in the fast solar wind and near coronal hole boundaries. Additionally,541

we have computed expansion factor at a particular reference height (2.5RS). It may be542

that the detailed changes in expansion factor along a flux tube are also important, as has543

been suggested by Wang et al. [2012] in relation to pseudo-streamers. Finally, it is worth544

noting that there is tentative evidence that expansion factor may modulate the speed of545

fast solar wind, relatively deep within coronal holes. For example, in a study by McGregor546
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et al. [2011], the WSA model produced small-scale modulations within large-scale polar547

coronal holes, which appear to match Ulysses observations as it traversed the solar poles548

in late 1994 through early 1995. Are these driven by the expansion factor term? Further549

investigation of these open questions may form fruitful lines of research.550

In closing, we reiterate the two main points of this study. First, the WSA model is driven551

primarily (although not exclusively) by the distance from the coronal hole boundary. And552

second, the DCHB and WSA models typically perform better than the original WS model,553

which is based solely on the expansion factor of magnetic field lines, particularly when554

pseudo-streamers are present.555
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Table 1. Size of hypercube used to identify optimum solutions

Model Vslow Vfast α ε w δ φ
WS 200→ 500 500→ 1000 1.0→ 1.0 −14◦ → +14◦

DCHB 200→ 400 400→ 600 0.02→ 0.06 0.015→ 0.035 −14◦ → +14◦

WSA 200→ 400 550→ 750 0.3→ 0.5 0.1→ 0.4 3→ 5 −14◦ → +14◦
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Longitude ( )o

Figure 1. (Top) Coronal hole boundaries (at 1RS) as a function of heliographic longitude

and latitude at the solar surface (1RS) for Carrington rotation 1913. (Middle) Perpendicular

distance from the nearest coronal hole boundary (in radians) at 30RS. The green line indicates

the location of the HCS. (Bottom) the areal expansion factor of field lines, traced from 30RS

back to the solar surface but shown at 30RS. Values of expansion factor> 30 are saturated and

shown by the white band.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Longitude ( )o

Figure 2. As Figure 1 but for CR 2060.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. (a) Computed solar wind speed at 30RS using the WS model as a function of

longitude (x-axis) and latitude (y-axis) for CR 1913; (b) Computed solar wind speed at 30RS

using the DCHB model; (c) Computed solar wind speed at 30RS using the WSA model; and

(d) Comparison of the three model speeds at the equator as a function of Carrington longitude.

The dashed curves give the computed solar wind speed ∼ ±1.25◦ latitude above and below the

spacecraft.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. As Figure 3 but for Carrington rotation 2060.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) Speed map as a function of longitude (x) and latitude (y) at 30RS for the

Wang-Sheeley (WS) model for CR 2060. The solid straight line marks the trajectory of the

spacecraft, with time increasing from right to left. (b) Comparison of computed speed (black) at

30RS and ballistically-mapped in-situ measurements of speed (green) at Earth mapped to 30RS.

(c) Comparison of computed (black) and observed (green) solar wind speed at Earth. The dotted

red and blue lines show profiles at ±2◦ of the location of the spacecraft. The smooth green line

is a 1-day running mean of the 1-hour in-situ measurements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. As Figure 5 but using the DCHB model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. As Figure 5 but using the WSA model.
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Figure 8. (a) Pearson correlation coefficients (PCCs) for the WS (green), DCHB (blue), and

WSA (orange) as a function of Carrington rotation (or, equivalently, time) based on PFSS model

solutions. (b) An 11-rotation running average of the PCCs. (c-e) Histograms of PCC for WS

(c), DCHB (d), and WSA (e) models for the interval shown in (a) and (b).
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Figure 9. As Figure 9 but the speed maps are generated using MHD solutions.
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Table 2. ‘Optimum’ parameters for WS, DCHB, and WSA models for selection of Carrington

rotations.
Model CR Vslow Vfast α ε w δ φ PCC
WS 1913 400.0 500.0 1.00 -0.0 0.648
WS 1928 200.0 500.0 1.00 11.5 0.708
WS 1936 266.7 500.0 1.00 -11.5 0.407
WS 1951 433.3 1000.0 1.00 -11.5 0.524
WS 1966 466.7 1000.0 1.00 11.5 0.604
WS 1979 400.0 722.2 1.00 -11.5 0.238
WS 1993 500.0 1000.0 1.00 11.5 0.242
WS 2008 300.0 666.7 1.00 0.0 0.597
WS 2023 433.3 500.0 1.00 11.5 0.025
WS 2038 200.0 611.1 1.00 -11.5 0.112
WS 2053 300.0 1000.0 1.00 11.5 0.789
WS 2060 500.0 1000.0 1.00 -11.5 -0.061
WS 2068 200.0 888.9 1.00 -11.5 0.445
WS 2083 200.0 1000.0 1.00 -0.0 0.634
DCHB 1913 240.0 400.0 0.04 0.01 -14.0 0.673
DCHB 1928 200.0 600.0 0.06 0.01 14.0 0.769
DCHB 1936 280.0 400.0 0.02 0.01 -14.0 0.439
DCHB 1951 200.0 400.0 0.06 0.01 -7.8 0.873
DCHB 1966 200.0 400.0 0.04 0.04 -14.0 0.513
DCHB 1979 200.0 600.0 0.05 0.01 1.5 0.358
DCHB 1993 360.0 400.0 0.02 0.01 -7.8 0.317
DCHB 2008 200.0 400.0 0.02 0.01 -7.8 0.623
DCHB 2023 360.0 400.0 0.02 0.01 -1.5 0.489
DCHB 2038 400.0 600.0 0.06 0.04 14.0 0.229
DCHB 2053 360.0 400.0 0.06 0.01 1.5 0.828
DCHB 2060 200.0 560.0 0.04 0.01 4.6 0.683
DCHB 2068 240.0 600.0 0.04 0.04 14.0 0.609
DCHB 2083 200.0 480.0 0.06 0.03 7.8 0.733
WSA 1913 200.0 550.0 0.40 0.40 5.00 -14.0 0.627
WSA 1928 200.0 750.0 0.30 0.22 5.00 7.8 0.697
WSA 1936 240.0 550.0 0.40 0.10 3.00 -14.0 0.451
WSA 1951 200.0 550.0 0.40 0.40 3.00 -14.0 0.777
WSA 1966 400.0 750.0 0.40 0.10 5.00 14.0 0.459
WSA 1979 400.0 670.0 0.38 0.22 4.20 -14.0 0.450
WSA 1993 400.0 750.0 0.40 0.40 3.00 14.0 0.171
WSA 2008 240.0 590.0 0.40 0.10 5.00 14.0 0.637
WSA 2023 200.0 550.0 0.40 0.10 5.00 -14.0 0.426
WSA 2038 360.0 750.0 0.30 0.16 5.00 14.0 0.338
WSA 2053 200.0 550.0 0.40 0.22 5.00 7.8 0.846
WSA 2060 200.0 750.0 0.30 0.34 5.00 -1.5 0.672
WSA 2068 400.0 750.0 0.30 0.40 5.00 -1.5 0.609
WSA 2083 200.0 550.0 0.30 0.22 5.00 4.6 0.706
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